Abstract. This paper studies infinite class field towers of number fields K that are ramified over Q only at one finite prime. In particular, we show the existence of such towers for a general family of primes including p = 2, 3 and 5.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with number fields ramified only at one finite prime over Q, which allow an infinite class tower. Suppose K = K 0 is an algebraic number field. For i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , take K i+1 to be the maximal abelian unramified extension of K i , i.e. K i+1 is the Hilbert class field of K i . If there are no integers i ≥ 0 such that K i = K i+1 , we say that K admits an infinite class field tower. I. R.Šafarevič gave an example of an infinite class tower of a number field ramified at seven finite primes over Q in [Sha] . More examples can be found in [GS] , and [Ha] , etc. Later René Schoof showed in [Sc] that K = Q(ζ 877 ), Q( √ −3321607), Q( √ 39345017) and Q( √ −222637549223) each have an infinite class field tower where the only finite primes ramified in K/Q are respectively 877, 3321607, 39345017, 222637549223 . In this paper we prove that either the cyclotomic field K = Q(ζ p m ) or a degree p extension L of an unramified abelian extension H of K has an infinite class field tower under certain explicit conditions on the order of the class group of K. This yields a number field ramified only at one finite prime that has an infinite class field tower. The main theorem of this paper is: Theorem 1.1. Let p be a prime, suppose there exist a cyclotomic field K = Q(ζ p m ) for some m ∈ N and a cyclic unramified Galois extension H/K of prime degree h, which satisfy either of the following two conditions:
where f p,h is the order of p in (Z/hZ) * . Then there is a number field ramified only at p and ∞ over Q that admits an infinite class tower.
As an application we will show: Theorem 1.2. For p = 2, 3 and 5, there exist algebraic number fields ramified over Q only at p and ∞ which admit an infinite class tower.
Infinite class field towers
Let K = Q(ζ p m ), and let H be a cyclic unramified Galois extension over K of prime degree h. Denote by Cl H the ideal class group of H. The principal prime ideal Proof. Since p||Cl H |, we can pick a degree p cyclic unramified extension M 0 /H. If M 0 /K is Galois, the Galois group Gal (M 0 /K) ∼ = Z/pZ ⋊ Z/hZ since (p, h) = 1. Now p is regular, i.e. p ∤ |Cl Q(ζp) |, by Theorem 10.4(a) in [Wa] we know p does not divide the class number of K = Q(ζ p m ). So the semi-direct product Z/pZ ⋊ Z/hZ is not abelian, we have a non-trivial homomorphism Z/hZ → Z/(p − 1)Z. So h|(p − 1), since h is assumed to be a prime, i.e. the order
On the other hand, there are l linearly disjoint cyclic degree p unramified extensions of H, i.e.
If Ω H were finite, we would have
, where the first inequality comes from the fact M 0 /K is non-Galois thus
From now on we will focus on the case under condition (II) in Theorem 1.1. Proof. Suppose the conclusion were false. Then for any integer k and any prime ideal
we have the following exact sequence from class field theory
, is the group of units in O H , resp. of units ≡ 1 mod m in O H . Combining with Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have
k 0 is a power of (p). With the assumption p ∤ |Cl H |, Equation 2.3 says that there are no totally ramified abelian p-extensions of H that are ramified over Q only at p.
That is contrary to the fact that H(ζ p a )/H, with a ∈ N big enough, is a totally ramified p-extension ramified only at primes above p.
By Proposition
2.2 above, we know there exists an integer k and a prime, say p 1 above p in H, such that p | |Cl p k i H | |Cl H | . Since p does not divide the class number |Cl H |, there exists a degree p extension H 1 of H ramified only at p 1 . Since H 1 /H is a Kummer extension, H 1 is of the form H( p
√
x 1 ) for some x 1 ∈ O H . The conjugates H i of H 1 over Q(ζ p m ) are degree p extensions of H ramified only at p i , and they are of the form 
and
Proof. The extension H i /H is ramified only at
. And for the discriminant of the extension L/H, we have
We may assume the valuation
We will show next that L = H( p √ x 1 · · · x h ) has many linearly disjoint unramified abelian extensions.
). We will show M/L is unramified. Consider the discriminant of M/H. On the one hand, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ h, H i /H is ramified only at p i , so these extensions are linearly disjoint. The extension M/H, being the compositum of these extensions, has discriminant
On the other hand, considering the tower of extensions M/L/H, we have by Proposition 2.4
Comparing these two equations, we get δ M/L = 1, i.e. M/L is unramified.
Proposition 2.6. With the assumption of condition (II) in Theorem 1.1, the number field L admits an infinite class tower.
Proof. Let Ω be the maximal unramified pro-p extension of L, with Galois group G = Gal (Ω/L). We claim Ω/L is infinite. Suppose Ω/L were a finite extension. Then G is a finite p-group and Ω admits no cyclic unramified extensions of degree p. By Proposition 29 in [Sh] we know that
, and r 1 , r 2 denote the number of real places and pairs of complex places of L. By Lemma 2.5, we have h linearly disjoint unramified p-extensions
By theŠafarevič-Golod theorem (page 82 of [Sh] ), we have (2.9)
4 .
Condition (II) says h is a prime with h(≥ 2ϕ(p m+1 )+4) > 4. Combining all the inequalities and the fact that the function x 2 − 4x monotonically increases with x if x ≥ 2, we have
, which implies h < 2ϕ(p m+1 ) + 4, contradiction.
Combining Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.1, we can conclude Theorem 1.1 in the introduction.
Examples for small primes
As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we will verify in the cases p = 2, 3, 5 that there are number fields ramified only at p and ∞ which have an infinite class tower. The following examples rely on Table 3 of [Wa] for the relative class number of the cyclotomic number field K, i.e. the ratio of the class number |Cl K | of K and the class number |Cl K + | of the maximal real subfield K + . Also the computation of the order f (p,h) of p in (Z/hZ) * is done by [PARI2] . 
